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Tom Eisner began his life
surrounded by smells. ‘For one
thing my father was a chemist. He
was one of the last graduate
students of Fritz Haber, the Nobel
laureate who first synthesized
ammonia from its constitutive
elements,’ he writes. But more
than a professional chemist, his
father was an amateur perfumer.
‘Wherever we lived before settling
in the United States, whether in
Spain or Uruguay, my father
always had a basement lab in
which he concocted, for friends
and relatives, perfumes, skin
lotion, sun tan oils, and colognes,’
he writes. ‘The house was often
mysteriously redolent as a result,
which as a little boy I found
wonderful. As I grew older,
though, I became interested in the
odors themselves and in the
reasons why they might exist in
nature.’
According to his parents he also
became interested in insects from
the moment he began to walk.
Eisner has written a sort of
autobiography, but by a long way
the fascinating insects and other
arthropods and their remarkable
exploitation of chemistry, explored
by Eisner and his colleagues, are
the stars of the book. Any
biologist seeking new examples of
the power of adaptation and
natural selection could turn to this
book for some astonishing
examples.
‘Each of the 900,000 insects
that have been described, not to
mention the countless others that
remain to be discovered, is a
storybook in itself. Insects are the
most versatile of evolutionary
innovators. Pick an insect at
random, and chances are there
are there is something about the
way it feeds, or defends itself, or
reproduces, that is unique,’ he
says.
Eisner studied at Harvard and
remained as a postdoctoral fellow
for 2 years, during which time he
came face to face with his first
bombardier beetle, and concluded
that there was no limit to the
chemical ingenuity of insects.
He recalls being in Lexington,
Massachusetts in the summer of
1955, ‘the summer I was writing
my doctoral thesis, and probably
in early June. I was on my knees,
uncovering rocks, and ready for
any find, particularly if it involved
an unfamiliar insect with unusual
chemical talents. My thesis had
dealt with the anatomy of ants, but
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I was on the lookout for
something new. I didn’t realize at
once but in stumbling upon these
little beetles I had struck gold.’
‘I knew the moment I turned
over that rock and caught sight of
those beetles that they were
members of the family Carabidae,
the so called ground beetles. I
had picked up many a carabid in
my time, so I knew a bit about
them. They are quick on their feet,
but like most beetles not quick to
take flight. They tend to scurry for
cover, so if you want to catch
them you have to be quick
yourself. And I knew that as
carabids they belong to that
category of insects that give off
odors when disturbed.’
The ones under that rock were
unlike any carabids he knew.
‘With a reddish-brown body and
blue iridescent wing covers, they
were a pretty sight. And there
were several beneath that stone,
huddling close together. I had a
vial in hand and made my move at
once, but they dispersed in all
directions and I managed to catch
only one. I grasped it in my fingers
and was about to put it in the vial
when it emitted a series of
distinctly audible pops that so
startled me I nearly let go of it. I
held it closer for a better look, and
found that by giving it a squeeze I
could cause it to pop again. I also
noted that every time it popped it
discharged a visible cloud from
the rear, at the very moment that I
felt a hot sensation in my fingers.’
‘Bombardier beetles were
precisely the sort of champion
chemists I was looking for. My
having encountered them when I
did was the luckiest of breaks.’ 
And he got used to handling
them and their hot blasts. ‘I’d
gotten used to feeling it every
time I handled the beetles. I had
even popped a bombardier in my
mouth to see what a predator
might experience. The ‘pops’ felt
hot, and I was quick to spit the
beetle out. The foul taste
lingered.’
Later he found out that Darwin
himself had had such an
experience. ‘I can’t be sure that it
was a bombardier that Darwin
tasted, but I’d liked to believe it
was. It is certain that Darwin knew
bombardiers. When in 1982 I
visited Down House, Darwin’s
residence in Kent, I took time to
check his beetle collection, which
is on deposit there, and found that
it included a pinned specimen of a
bombardier.’
The bombardier beetles in the
United States belong to the genus
Brachinus, a term that means
short-winged. Indeed the tip of
the abdomen in bombardiers
projects beyond the wings and is
therefore free to revolve in all
directions. ‘It was marvelous to
watch the beetles use their gun
turret. Within their little nervous
system they seemed to have their
entire periphery mapped out. No
matter where I pinched them, they
took aim, went pop, and hit the
target.’
Eisner describes subsequent
work by him and his colleagues to
describe the anatomy of the
glands producing the defensive
chemical and the methods used
to estimate the temperature —
close to 100oC it turned out — of
the discharge.
‘Quite casually at first, but with
ever increasing fascination, I
noted that insects, ever so often,
have odors. Some were faintly
scented all of the time. Others
gave off odors when you handled
them, from fluids they emitted
when disturbed. In the latter case
the odors were often pungent,
and I learned to sniff insects
carefully lest I end up sneezing
and coughing,’ he writes.
Eisner recounts an astonishing
case that came to light in 1893,
which amounts almost to an
insect drug trade. A physician,
attached to a French military force
serving in northern Algeria in
1869, wrote about having found
some of his troops suffering from
an embarrassing complaint. The
men were doubled up with
stomach pains, thirst, painful
urination and prolonged erections.
He asked them what they had
been eating. Their answer gave
the doctor the clue he needed, for
the men had been eating frogs
legs from animals caught in a
local river. Examination of the
frogs’ stomachs revealed that
they had been eating blister
beetles – the source of the famed
aphrodisiac Spanish fly. The
chemical responsible is
cantharidin and there are insects
known as cantharidiphiles, which,
while they cannot synthesise
cantharidin, find it to be an
aphrodisiac. These creatures are
irresistibly attracted to the
chemical, and will travel vast
distances to to get it. Some kill
blister beetles to obtain it, the
only known source, while others
lick the corpses of blister beetles
to satiate their craving. A few even
sell their bodies on the insect sex
market for it. 
One of the larger
cantharidophiles to be found in
the US is the fire-coloured beetle
(Neopyrochroa flabellate). Eisner
discovered that their mating was
not as straightforward as it might
seem. When male and female
meet, the first thing a female does
is to grasp her partner’s head and
insert her mandibles into a cleft
that runs across the forehead.
Within it a fluid can be seen. The
substance contains cantharidin,
and if the female is not satisfied
after imbibing at the groove,
mating will not take place.
The amount of cantharidin she
obtains this way is minute — just
1.5 per cent of the male’s store —
and Eisner’s team was at first
uncertain why a female would
mate for such a paltry return. But,
they found, if there is cantharidin
in his groove, a male will deliver a
goodly dose in his ejaculate.
Obtaining a store of cantharidin is
vital to the virgin female, for she
contains none herself, yet it is
essential to protect her eggs from
predators.
Eisner was fortunate to meet
E.O. Wilson at Harvard and the
two became firm friends. On an
early trip they scoured the US’s
vast variety of ecosystems for
different insects. ‘Our trip also
awakened the conservationist in
both of us. Witnessing at first
hand, at so many locations
nationwide, the destructive
consequences of human
expansion convinced us that we
would need to assume active
roles in the conservation
movement.’ Eisner’s book is a
tribute to the extraordinary
richness of invertebrate diversity
so far discovered and also to that
yet to be encountered if
conditions permit.
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